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Abstract
Behavioural and social science (BSS) topics such as anthropology, psychology
and sociology are crucial for modern medical practice, and in the UK are
enshrined in the core curricula of undergraduate and post graduate medical
teaching. Medical school assessment, including BSS topics, is increasingly
tending towards a multiple choice format. The “best” assessment of BSS topics
would be one that was valid, reliable, generalisable, feasible and fair, with
demonstrable educational impact, but evidence is that such assessments are
used is lacking. There are no reviews of assessment that relate to BSS subjects.
The research questions for this review will be:


What methods are used to assess BSS curricula components within
undergraduate medical education? (Descriptive)



How and why are these methods selected? (Clarification)



What are the validity, reliability, generalizability, feasibility and fairness of
these methods for assessment of BSS topics in medical education?
(Justification).

Searching and data extraction will be done by two researchers, with 10%
checked for agreement. The theoretical framework for analysis has not been
determined in advance as it will be shaped by the papers that are found.
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1.Background to the topic
Behavioural and social science (BSS) curricula components such as
anthropology, psychology and sociology are crucial for modern medical practice,
and enshrined in the core curricula of undergraduate[1] and post graduate[2,3]
medical teaching. However, the underlying ontological alignment of these
sciences can be considered a stark contrast to other areas of medical education.
Biomedical science is aligned with realism, whilst conversely BSS topics are
aligned with a relativist viewpoint. As relativism accepts multiple realities,
interpretations and truths, this presents a particular challenge for the
development of appropriate assessment tools [4]. In the United Kingdom, the
national guidance for the undergraduate medical curriculum, Tomorrow’s
Doctors, does not specify modes of assessment but notes that ‘assessments will
be fit for purpose – that is: valid, reliable, generalisable, feasible and fair’ [1, p.
48]. Anecdotal evidence suggests that medical school assessment, including BSS
topics, is increasingly tending towards a multiple choice format [5,6]. However,
such methods, suggesting the best fit of a single ‘correct’ stem, are not naturally
aligned with a relativist paradigm. As such, it may be other forms of assessment
that allow students to reflect their understanding of the various and competing
underpinning theories and frameworks relevant to a problem are employed.
A comparable topic with similar difficulties is the assessment of professionalism,
where summaries are mostly restricted to the descriptive level, including
feasibility, without any exploration of validity, reliability, generalizability, or
fairness [7,8]. There are no comparable reviews that relate to BSS curricula
components.
It is clear that students and faculty use assessment as a proxy for “value” within
a curriculum, spending more time and effort on topics which are summatively
assessed [9]. Without evidence of robust and reliable assessment of BSS topics,
there is a risk that they are overlooked in summative assessment in favour of
topics which are judged to be more reliably assessed [10], which in turn
perpetuates the diminished role and status of BSS topics. Similarly, where BSS
topics might be included in formative assessment, without evidence of
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educational impact of formative assessment, this too risks being sidelined by
both students and tutors [11].

2.Review topic/question(s), objectives and key words
Question to be investigated

The research questions for this review will be:

What methods are used to assess BSS curricula components within
undergraduate medical education? (Descriptive)



How and why are these methods selected? (Clarification)



What are the validity, reliability, generalizability, feasibility and fairness of
these methods for assessment of BSS topics in medical education?
(Justification).

Theoretical approach to the review
No single research paradigm will be used to underpin the approach for this
review. The authors will embrace both positivism (through justification of
assessment methods used) and constructivism (through consideration of
underpinning theoretical frameworks that inform assessment choices)
An early stage of the review process will entail determining which forms of
validity are described within the relevant literature, enabling identification of the
theoretical frameworks used in the analysed studies. Only after this will an
approach to describing the findings be able to be agreed. Thus, authors may
discuss criterion, content and/or construct validity, each with different
theoretical underpinnings.
Aim
To systematically review and synthesize the research on assessment of BSS
curricula components within undergraduate medical education.
Key words
assessment, medical education, health professions education, population health,
public health, behaviour change, health behaviour, behavioural science, social
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science, psychosocial, sociology, anthropology, sociology, psychology, validity,
psychometrics
Search sources and strategies
ERIC, Medline, Psychinfo, Pubmed, Google scholar, EMBASE, CINAHL, British
Education Index, Applied social sciences index and abstracts, CERUK, Education
Abstracts. Hand searching of listed references for full papers will also be
performed by the study investigators. We will have assistance in search
strategies from a subject expert librarian

4. Study selection criteria
4.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
We will use the above search sources and will use both electronic and hand
searching of relevant reference. The majority of papers found are likely to fall
into the category of “ideographic descriptions” or “case reports”, or “justification
research” [12]. Inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

Papers describing summative or

Papers describing teaching only

formative assessment of any/all of:
population health, anthropology,
psychology or sociology
Undergraduate medical curricula

Papers giving opinions or reviews, but

(including graduate medical school

not describing the primary use of a

programs in appropriate countries)

particular assessment method for these
topics
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Elective or core components of curricula Exclusive discussion of intercalated
degree years, or other highly
specialised student group
All languages

Exclusive discussion assessment of
statistics or biostatistics, epidemiology
or medical humanities
Papers describing assessment of
counseling skills
Papers describing assessment at
admission to medical school

4.2 Definition of “behavioural and social science” (BSS) curricula
components
For the purposes of this review, the term “BSS curricula components” will be
used to mean topics addressing the learning outcomes specified by Tomorrow’s
Doctors 2009 [1] (Table 2), and/or the CANMEDS 2015 Physician Competency
Framework [3] (Table 3).
Table 2. Learning outcomes for behavioural and social science (BSS) topics
from Tomorrow’s Doctors 2009 [1]
Apply psychological principles, method and knowledge to medical practice


Explain normal human behaviour at an individual level



Discuss psychological concepts of health, illness and disease



Apply theoretical frameworks of psychology to explain the varied responses of
individuals, groups and societies to disease



Explain psychological factors that contribute to illness, the course of the disease
and the success of treatment



Discuss psychological aspects of behavioural change and treatment compliance



Discuss adaptation to major life changes, such as bereavement; comparing and
contrasting the abnormal adjustments that might occur in these situations
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Identify appropriate strategies for managing patients with dependence issues
and other demonstrations of self-harm

Apply social science principles, method and knowledge to medical practice


Explain normal human behaviour at a societal level



Discuss sociological concepts of health, illness and disease



Apply theoretical frameworks of sociology to explain the varied responses of
individuals, groups and societies to disease



Explain sociological factors that contribute to illness, the course of the disease
and the success of treatment − including issues relating to health inequalities,
the links between occupation and health and the effects of poverty and
affluence



Discuss sociological aspects of behavioural change and treatment compliance

Apply to medical practice the principles, method and knowledge of population
health and the improvement of health and healthcare


Discuss basic principles of health improvement, including the wider
determinants of health, health inequalities, health risks and disease
surveillance



Assess how health behaviours and outcomes are affected by the diversity of the
patient population



Describe measurement methods relevant to the improvement of clinical
effectiveness and care



Recognise the role of environmental and occupational hazards in ill-health and
discuss ways to mitigate their effects



Discuss the role of nutrition in health



Discuss from a global perspective the determinants of health and disease and
variations in healthcare delivery and medical practice

Table 3. BSS competencies from CANMEDS 2015 Physician Competency
Framework [3]
Respond to an individual patient’s health needs by advocating with the
patient within and beyond the clinical environment


Work with patients to address determinants of health that affect them and their
access to needed health services or resources
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Work with patients and their families to increase opportunities to adopt healthy
behaviours



Incorporate disease prevention, health promotion, and health surveillance into
interactions with individual patients

Respond to the needs of the communities or populations they serve by
advocating with them for system-level change in a socially accountable
manner


Work with a community or population to identify the determinants of health
that affect them



Improve clinical practice by applying a process of continuous quality
improvement to disease prevention, health promotion, and health surveillance
activities



Contribute to a process to improve health in the community or population they
serve

5. Procedure for extracting data
We will use two searchers and two extractors throughout. The main review will
include articles meeting the above quality criteria. We will use a rating scale for
each element with conducting our review of articles.
Process:
1. Search for and obtain papers based on above strategy
2. Find and remove duplicates
3. Code on abstract (definite in, definite out, doubtful by at least two
reviewers)
4. Member checking on doubtful abstracts by at least one additional reviewer
5. Full text papers meeting the criteria of “definite in” or “doubtful” will be
reviewed using the above criteria by at least two reviewers. Full papers
which are then deemed “definite out” will be excluded from data extraction
6. Papers will be rated for quality prior to data extraction
For all articles a rating scale for quality will be used, based on the consensus
document on medical education assessment research [12]. The rating scales do
not focus on the methodological quality of the primary research paper, as it is
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not expected that traditional trials such as randomised controlled trials will be
found. Instead, they focus on key items that will inform our research questions.
Whilst low quality may reflect a poor primary study or poor reporting, as these
two cannot be distinguished, the judgement will be made based on the
information presented.
It is not proposed that this assessment will lead to the exclusion of studies,
rather it will inform when making conclusions about the strength of evidence, as
a lower quality paper may contain bias through missing information. The
proposed elements are detailed in table 4.
Table 4. Quality indicators
Quality indicator

Good quality

Unclear quality

Low quality

Underpinning

Clear and relevant

Some limited

No mention of

framework

description of

discussion of

underpinning

theoretical models or

underpinning, with

conceptual

minimal

frameworks that

interpretation in the

underpin the choice of

context of the

assessment

assessment choice

Clear description of

Some limited

No mention of

the process and

description that will

assessment method in

outcomes of the

not facilitate

any detail

assessment

replication

Clear details of the

Some description, but

No details of learner

educational context

not significant as to

characteristics or

and learner

support dissemination

setting

Clear description of

Some psychometric

No details of

relevant

information, but not

psychometrics

Assessment method

Setting

characteristics of the
study
Psychometrics

psychometrics and
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Content

how applied to this

enough to fully inform

assessment

for dissemination

Provision of detailed

Some elements of

No assessment

materials (or details of

materials presented

content presented

access), such as mark

or summary

sheets, rubrics, etc to

information

allow assessment
replication
Conclusion

Conclusions of the

Some mismatch

No correlation

study reflect the

between the

between the findings

findings

conclusions and

and conclusions

findings

The data extraction instrument will include standard PRISMA [13]
recommendations for data extraction to include study characteristics (PICOS,
funding, study characteristics, results, limitations, and conclusions).
Full papers will be divided amongst group members, coding according to
outcomes, 20% cross checking or until sufficient agreement. Coding sheets
(incorporating the above criteria elements) will be used.
Inter-rater reliability between authors will be established on 20% of articles and
randomly checked for the entire sample, or all articles if <10 are found. Where
discrepancies are found, the papers will be reviewed by a third reviewer, and
discussed until agreement is met.

6. Synthesis of extracted evidence
The data extraction instrument will be pilot tested and refined on a small sample
(10%) of the identified articles. The coders will discuss findings until agreement
is met.
Once consensus is reached in the coding, a further 10% of articles will be
reviewed and inter-rater reliability will be calculated. Following this process, and
any needed revisions, the remainder of the articles will be double coded so that
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additional inter-rater calculation can be performed. A narrative synthesis of the
data will be built with the construct determined by the theoretical frameworks of
the papers contained in the review [14]. Articles will also be categorized by
Kirkpatrick category for outcomes, consistent with multiple prior BEME reviews.
Descriptive synthesis
A descriptive analysis will take place, summarising the data from the extraction
form, to focus on describing summary data regarding: Study type, assessment
type, psychometric details and outcomes of the primary study. Additionally,
content related to the quality assessment indices will be extracted, including
where relevant any additional content or appendices.
Meta-analysis
If suitably homogenous outcome data are presented (considering educational
and methodological heterogeneity as highlighted in the quality assessment),
meta-analysis may be employed. This will be assessed by calculating odds risk
(OR) to establish the statistical significance of any differences OR for
dichotomous variables or the weighted mean difference for continuous variables
with 95% confidence intervals.
Thematic analysis
Clarification analysis (“How and why were these methods of assessment
selected?”) will use the framework described by Bearman et al. [15]. Further
thematic analysis will be determined by the theoretical construct of the papers
reviewed, as above. As mentioned above, there are no comparable systematic
reviews to emulate.

7. Project timetable
1 year, starting February 2016

8. Conflict of interest statement
None to report

9. Plans for updating the review
At present there are no plans to update this review.

10. Changes to the Protocol
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Although no changes to the protocol are forseen, there may be changes
following the initial searches, or at other unpredictable times. These will be fully
documented and if substantial, submitted to BEME for ratification.
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